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Investment Summary
Kingsoft is a leading Internet company in China. In FY13-FY17, the company achieved
revenue CAGR of 40%. Looking forward, it will focus on three major business segments:
games, cloud computing and office software. We highlight that the company 1) has a
respected-branded game studio with classic IPs continuing to contribute; 2) is a pioneer
in game cloud and video cloud fields, to expand to more vertical fields, 3) owning office
software business which leads the domestic market with potential value release after IPO
on Shenzhen Exchange. We initiate with a target price of HK$18.8, BUY rating.

Business Overview
One leading Internet market player. Kingsoft has three major business sectors, namely
game R&D, cloud storage & computing, and office software. In 1989 the company
commercially launched its first office application software, WPS1.0, and gradually
developed and launched popular utility applications, such as Kingsoft Duba and Kingsoft
PowerWord, which helped to generate a large customer base overseas and nationally.
The company has introduced Lenovo, Xiaomi and Tencent as strategic shareholders, and
leveraging on its resource advantages proactively strives for development to cater to
ever-changing market demand. As mobile Internet booms since 2013, the company has
transformed to explore and develop mobile services. In Feb 2017, the company sold the
voting rights of Cheetah Mobile and decides to establish the future focus on game
business, cloud, and office software segment.

Respected-branded game company with classic IPs continuing to contribute. Seasun,
the famous game studio was first established in Zhuhai in 1995, one of the earliest game
market players in China. In 2009,Seasun launched its first 3D online game JX Online III
(劍網三), which has been loved by players for many years. The game income grew at a
CAGR of 30%, from RMB640.9mn in 2010 to RMB3.12bn in 2017. Seasun introduces
strategic shareholders Xiaomi and Tencent to enhance its issue and operation strength
and seeks potential synergy effect.

Pioneer in game cloud and video cloud fields, to expand to more vertical fields. The
company is the third largest public cloud service provider in China. At present, the
intensive capital and high technology threshold have formed barriers for new comers to
enter public cloud IaaS market. The company is expected to maintain its leader
advantages and continuously enlarge market share, with already set-up data centers in 30
regions worldwide. Kingsoft provides a complete range of cloud products, and integrated
service solutions for industries such as game, video, government, medical, and finance,
etc. In early 2018, Kingsoft Cloud finished D round financing with a valuation of
US$2373mn.

Office software business leads the domestic market and starts the listing process on
Shenzhen Stock Exchange. Segment income grew at CAGR of 30% from FY13 to
FY17. Its self-developed office software, WPS Office, provides office functions just like
Word, Excel, PowerPoint, etc. Kingsoft initiated its R&D in 1988, launched a free PC
version in 2005, launched mobile version for Android users in 2011 , and in 2013
covered iOS users. In May 2017, Kingsoft Office formally submitted application to the
China SFC for an IPO on Shenzhen GEM.

SOTP valuation gives TP of HK$18.8. Downside risks include: slow-than-expected
business growth; foreign exchange risks; overseas exploration fails expectations, etc.

BUY (Initially)
CMP HKD14.46
(Closing price at 4 Oct 2018)
TARGET HKD18.8 (+30%)
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Figure: Milestones
Time Event
1989 Commercially launched first office applications software, WPS 1.0
1996 Commercially launched one of the first domestically developed personal computer games in China
1997 Commercially launched the first dictionary software, Kingsoft Power Word
1998 Lenovo gained 30% interest in Kingsoft
2000 Launched the first Internet security product, Kingsoft Internet Security
2003 Launched the first online game, JX Online (劍俠情緣)

2007
Restructured operations into two divisions: Entertainment Software &Applications Software;
IPO on HK main board raising HKD649mn

2008
Kingsoft entered into a purchase agreement with the State Grid Corporation of China with value over RMB10mn. Each unit in
SGCC, including 31 regional grid companies, electric power companies located in each province, autonomous region and municipal
as well as 21 directly subordinated units will fully adopted the Kingsoft WPS Office

2009
Kingsoft first 3D online game, JX3, commenced open beta testing; the launch of JX3 represents the new height of the technology of
domestic online games

2010

The downloads of WPS Personal Edition (WPS 個人版) exceeded 50mn, meanwhile WPS Office was collectively procured by tens
of state-owned enterprises (SOEs) including China Southern Power Grid, Angang Steel Group, Baogang Steel Group and China
Southern Airlines, etc; It was announced that Kingsoft Internet Security Simplified Chinese Personal Edition would be available
free of charge

2011
In April, completed the restructuring of Westhouse; In July, introduced Tencent as its strategic shareholder to explore development
opportunities brought by cloud technology and mobile internet

2012

Established the subsidiary Kingsoft Cloud; Declared the new strategy, Three Plus One, to take shape with three major existing
business lines (Game, Internet Security, WPS Office) and one strategic new business line (Cloud), which signed that Kingsoft
transformed itself into an internet company; In Nov, introduced Xiaomi as a strategic partner to allow Kingsoft Cloud to take
advantage of Xiaomi phone’s rapid growth to expand its storage services to mobile device users; Officially launched an internet
browser, Cheetah

2013
First time when started to transform core businesses into mobile businesses;
Mobile game business grew rapidly

2014
In May, Cheetah Mobile completed IPO on the New York Stock Exchange;
Westhouse introduced Xiaomi as its strategic investor

2015 Cheetah Mobile had over 635mn active mobile users, with revenue growing by 113% yoy to RMB3,561.7mn
2016 Development of mobile utility applications slowed down and sought to develop content-based products

2017
Flagship PC game JX Online III maintained rapid growth with revenue increased 32% yoy;
MAU of the WPS Office mobile version continued to grow and exceeded 145mn

2018 Kingsoft Cloud finished series D financing generating USD720mn, with post money valuation reaching USD2.37bn; Launched
YSYY (雲裳羽衣), the new 3D costume-changing mobile game; Global MAU of WPS family reaching 300mn

Figure: Business Structure

Source: Company, Wind, Phillip Securities
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Respected-branded game company with classic IPs
continuing to contribute.

Industry Overview. In 2016, the market size of China's game market surpassed
that of US, accounting for 27% of the global market and becoming the first
worldwide. In 2017, the market size of China's game market reached RMB200bn.
Looking back, we can roughly divide the development of Chinese online game
industry into four stages: 1) The initiation: China's online games originated in
1990s, given the word online games suck as "Knight-errant" began to prevail,
during which the operation mechanism has begun to take shape with the expansion
of user scale and continuous development of game manufacturers. 2) High-speed
development period: Since 2003, a high-speed development stage showed, with
more capital and talents were appealed, as game businesses’ high investment
return, short paid-back period, and huge market demand. In 2006-2010, with the
introduction and prevalence of Giant’s client game "Journey", the charging model
began to shift to props charges based. MMORPG has become the dominant force
in the market. Meanwhile, domestic enterprises have set up their own R&D team,
then the self-developed online games have become the mainstay of the domestic
market. 3) Mobile games eruption period: From 2011, with the rise of mobile
Internet technology and the popularity of smart terminals, the revenue of web
games and mobile games has revealed an explosive growth. These games conform
to the user's entertainment demand for fragmented time and mobile ways, so they
become the biggest momentum of the industry. 4) Stable Development Period:
By user amount, the growth of user scale dropped significantly after 2011, and
began to maintain only single-digit growth from 2013. Player growth gradually
saturated, and the cost of attracting new traffic was increasing. After 2015, the
industry growth has shown a slightly downward trend. IResearch predicts that
after 2018, the growth rate of the Chinese game industry will be less than 15%,
and by 2020, the growth rate will decline to single digits. Meanwhile, the
popularity of other emerging leisure entertainment methods (live broadcast, short
video, online drama, etc.) obviously squeezes the market share of the game
industry and occupies more entertainment time of users. In future, we expect the
game industry maintain stable development. And efforts should be made to
improve the user's willingness to pay and expenditure level, as well as to introduce
and develop new forms of games to cater to ever-changing user preferences.

Figure: Market Size and Growth of China Game Industry (RMB bn)

Source: IResearch, Phillip Securities
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Figure: User Scale (mn) and Growth

Source: Chyxx.com, Phillip Securities

Game platform: Seasun. Established in Zhuhai in 1995, it is the earliest game
development studio in China. In Jan 1996, Seasun released its first commercial
game (《中關村啟示錄》) in mainland China, marking its first step into game
field. Beginning from 2003, online game products (such as 劍俠情緣,仙侶奇緣,
封神榜) were launched and entered overseas markets including Vietnam, Taiwan,
Singapore, Thailand. In 2009, its first 3D online game JX Online III (劍網三 )
launched a public beta, and has always enjoyed popularity. The game income
grew at a CAGR of 30%, from RMB640.9mn in 2010 to RMB3.12bn in 2017. The
company makes breakthroughs in game proxy, given in Oct 2017, Seasun and
NetDragon co-issued a mobile game Eudemons, which achieved a turnover of
RMB100mn within 19 days. In June 2018, Seasun introduced a new dress-
changing mobile game (《雲裳羽衣》), which ranking NO.1 in free game list of
Apple Store on its release day.

Cooperation with Xiaomi and Tencent to enhance distribution strength. In
2014, Xiaomi invested US$20mn in Seasun, which thus has enriched Seasun’s
distribution channel resources. One mobile game (《劍俠世界》手遊 ) was
operated by Xiaomi and has performed good though facing fierce competition.
Besides, Tencent acquired a 9.9% stake in Seasun for US$142.6mn in April 2017
(Tencent already invested in Kingsoft in 2011). Tencent’s strong distribution
network and operation power will help to expand core users and increase market
share as well as maximize the value of Seasun’s classic IPs.

Valuing both PC & mobile games and strengthening R&D and distribution.
Future momentum mainly comes from: 1) Upcoming mobile games (including JX
II, XJ IV and so on; 2) Maximizing the money value of classic IP JX, given one
related PC game (JX Online III) has maintain notable growth during 8 years and
the player amount of its Revamped version grew by 43% within 24 hours after
launch; 3) Create a new IP, the company launched its first animation in June this
year, "Dream Tower Snow Labyrinth". In three months, the network broadcast
more than 40 million, with the potential for IP; 4) Increasing ARPU (Average
Revenue Per User). With the help of big data analysis technology, the company
continues to optimize user profiles, and improve users' willingness to pay and
expenditure level.
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Figure: Game portfolio
PC Games

Game Type 2D/3D Monetization model
JX Online I MMORPG 2D Time-based Subscription & Virtual-item Based
JX Online II MMORPG 2D Time-based Subscription & Virtual-item Based
JX Online Revamped MMORPG 3D Time-based Subscription & Virtual-item Based
Mission Against Terror First-person shooter game 3D Virtual-item Based

Mobile Games
Issue Time Game
2015 全民神將

2016 少女咖啡槍，劍俠世界手遊，劍俠情緣手遊

2017 小米槍戰，魔域手遊，鬼吹燈，楚喬傳，成吉思汗

2018 劍俠世界二，雲裳羽衣

Pipeline 劍網 2劍歌行，劍網 3指尖江湖，仙劍 4，少女咖啡槍 2，七雄爭霸，臥龍吟

Source: Company, Phillip Securities

Pioneer in game cloud and video cloud fields, to expand to
more vertical fields.

Industry overview. It is common to categorize cloud service as IaaS
(Infrastructure as a Service), PaaS (Platform as a Service) and SaaS (Software as a
Service); or by user characteristic as public clouds ( for the public or a large
industry group), private clouds (for a single organization), community clouds
(shared by several organizations to support a particular community), and hybrid
clouds.

Global Cloud Computing Market. According to CAICT research, the global
public cloud market created turnover of US$11.1bn in 2017, up by 29.22% yoy.
CAGR in the next few years is expected to be around 22%, and the market size
will reach US$246.bn by 2021. China cloud computing market: In 2017, the
market value of domestic cloud computing reached RMB69.16bn, up by 34.32%
yoy. On one hand, the 2017 turnover of public cloud market reached RMB26.48bn,
up by 55% yoy, which will continue to grow rapidly from 2018 to 2021 with a
CAGR of 35% and achieve RMB90.6bn turnover in 2021. On the other hand, the
size of the private cloud market recorded RMB42.68bn in 2017, up by 23.8% yoy,
and is expected to maintain a steady growth with 4-y CAGR of 22% .

Figure: Global cloud computing market turnover (100mn US$) and Growth Rate
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Figure: Chinese Cloud Computing Market Turnover (100mn US$) and Growth Rate

Source: Gartner, CAICT, Phillip Securities

Entry barriers to public cloud market already high. The development of public
cloud needs not only intensive investment of capital, technology, management and
service, but also high technical strength, which have formed substantial barriers
for new players. Giant cloud service providers have obvious advantages and we
expect that large gets larger. For global market, Gartner's survey indicates that in
2007, five giants (Amazon, Microsoft, Ali, Google and IBM) occupy substantial
shares of global public cloud IaaS market share, with yoy growth more than 25%,
while other vendors only created 8% more. In domestic market, according to the
cloud assessment data from CAICT, main cloud service providers (such as Ali,
Tencent, China Telecom, Kingsoft, UCloud, China Unicom, China Mobile, etc.)
occupy most market share, and the leading edge is still intensifying.

Kingsoft Cloud, founded in 2012, is one of TOP3 Cloud Computing players in
China. It currently owns data centers and operations in 30 regions around the
world, including Beijing, Shanghai, Chengdu, Guangzhou, Hong Kong and North
America, etc. According to IDG, Kingsoft Cloud is the third largest provider of
IaaS services, accounting for 6.5% of the public cloud market. Kingsoft has
launched abundant cloud products and cloud service solutions for industries such
as games, video, government, medical, and finance. In early 2018, Kingsoft Cloud
completed D round of financing with a valuation of US$2.372bn.. In future,
Kingsoft Cloud will further consolidate the advanced stake in Internet field,
expand more vertical areas, and actively exploit overseas markets.

Figure: Financing Details of Kingsoft Cloud
Time Stage Amount (USD) 領投方

2012.11 Angel 1.82mn Xiaomi
2013.8 A 20mn DST Global
2015.3 B 66.66mn Xiaomi, IDG, Kingsoft
2016.2 C 60mn AMC (華夏資本管理基金), IDG, Kingsoft
2016.5 C+ 50mn CM (招商證券管理基金)
2018.1 D 720mn 驪悅、民生、光遠、順為、天際資本、Kingsoft
Source: Company, Phillip Securities
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Rapid expansion of Kingsoft Cloud. The segment contributed to topline only
RMB11.5mn in 2013 but generated RMB1,332.5mn in 2017, with CAGR over
227%. When founded first, Kingsoft Cloud started with just store business, but
further expanded the fields of games, videos, governments, medical care, finance
and so on quickly. 1) Game Cloud: Game Cloud has made breakthroughs in CDN,
hybrid cloud and network security. Customer usage continues to climb, and
business revenue has increased steadily. 2) Video Cloud: Kingsoft builds a
platform ‘Jinjing’( 金 睛 ) , based on artificial intelligence in-depth learning
algorithm and models, to provide image recognition services, recognizing contents
about sex, terrorism, policy, inadequate advertising. Besides, it provides an
application ‘金山云 AI 画质+’to provide real-time security supervision services
for live and short videos, and introduces video super-resolution technology and
restoration technology to optimize picture quality and improve viewing experience.
Ingsoft Cloud has access to many large Internet enterprises. 3) Government cloud
business progress well with extending layout in China. During 18H1, Kingsoft
Cloud, as the first contractor involving in Chinese largest government cloud
project, Beijing government cloud project, has served 42 bureaus of Beijing
Municipal, and has reached a strategic cooperation agreement with Rizhao
Shandong to build a smart city. 4) In the medical field, Kingsoft focuses on the
medical informatization construction and improvement of medical staffs
profession in primary medical institutions, to promote the implementation of
graded diagnosis and treatment system. At the same time, using intelligent
auxiliary diagnosis technology, Kingsoft can help doctors complete phonetic
record entry, conduct safe medication guidance and basic auxiliary diagnosis,
which improves doctors’ efficiency. CloudHIS, the nation's first cloud-based
health information system, has been deployed in more than a dozen provinces and
cities.
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WPS, the leading office software in domestic market with
three monetization channels to underpin growth.

Powerful and compact office software. WPS Office, self-developed by Kinsoft,
is an office software suite, which include apps like Word, Excel, PowerPoint, etc.
WPS Office products was first developed in 1988, and the company launched a
free PC version in 2005, a mobile version for Android users in 2011 and that for
iOS platform users in 2013. WPS features low memory occupation, fast running
speed, compact size, powerful plug-in platform support, free online storage space
and document templates, which supports reading and outputting PDF files. It is
fully compatible with Microsoft Office 97-2010 formats, and available in
Windows, Linux, Android, iOS and many other systems. In May 2017, Beijing
Kingsoft Office Software Co. formally submitted IPO application to China SFC
on GEM of Shenzhen Stock Exchange.

Figure: WPS Office product mix
PC apps

Mobile apps

Source: Company, Phillip Securities
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Large user base. WPS Office has become an essential software for 32.7% of PC
end users and 21.3% of mobile end users in China, according to a survey released
by IResearch in this May. The prospectus shows that WPS Office is for both
desktops and mobile offices. Through the Google Play platform, the mobile apps
now cover more than 190 countries and regions. In domestic market, the products
and services have been widely used in government, finance, energy, aviation and
other important industries, covering over 30 provinces and cities. Among 102
state-owned enterprises, 82 of them are WPS clients, accounting for 80.39%. In
financial industry, Kingsoft WPS serves for all five state-owned commercial banks.
In Dec 2017, the number of monthly active users of mobile apps exceeded 145
million, and global MAU surpassed 300mn in 18H1.

Booming with prevalent mobile office trend. According to CNNIC's survey
(《中國互聯網路發展狀況統計報告》) , the total number of national informants
has reached 770 million, and mobile Internet users has reached 750 million by the
end of 2017. IResearch’s study pointed out that for the office software industry,
the traditional PC-side office is still irreplaceable for office workers, but the
demand for mobile office applications is increasing. With the development of PC-
based office software, mobile ones become an effective complement to serve for
diversified office scenarios. Besides, with the implementation of artificial
intelligence technology, office software products tend to be more intelligent,
service-oriented, integrated and convenient. The company will continue to
upgrade technology and products, integrating artificial intelligence and cloud
computing tech, to create better office solutions.

Figure: Future trend of office software products

Source: IResearch, Phillip Securities
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High quality users and healthy user structure pave way for long-term
development. IResearch interviewed 2,065 WPS Office users and found that
65.1% of the total sample was 26-35 years old, followed by 36-40 years old
taking up 17.0%. Users of 26-40 are the core working population in city, bearing
large work pressure with lower disposable income, but having greater demand for
rigid consumption. Schools are also one use scenarios of WPS products, given
about 10% of the respondents were young students aged 25 and under, meaning.
Generally speaking, its user structure is healthy covering core studying and
working population, which lays the foundation for sustainable development.

Three major ways to monetization, while currently advertising and value-
added services promoting rapid revenue growth. In 2016, the income was made
up by three parts, namely software usage fee, advertising charge and subscription
services fees, accounting for 43.48%/ 45.08%/ 11.44%, respectively. In 2017,
segment revenue of office software and other services amounted to RMB728.6mn,
up by 32% yoy. Revenue from advertising promotion and value-added services for
individual users all grew rapidly. According to IResearch survey in 2018, 34% of
WPS users have purchased membership services. They are willing to pay in order
to use membership-specific functions, like PDF toolkits, long pictures output, etc.
We see that a considerable number of users have established paying habits. The
company continues to optimize and develop new capabilities to provide users with
customized office experience. By offering customized and high-quality content,
the number of membership at the end of Dec 2017 is about four times that of early
2017. In July 2018, the company launched WPS Office 2019, WPS Office for Mac
and other new products. These involving cloud and AI technology will provide
users with more intelligent, scene-based office services.

Figure: WPS charge standards
Items Target clients Price

Value-added
Subscription

Small and medium
size enterprises

RMB168 per user for 1y；
RMB365 per user for 1y

Individual client

Bronze member, RMB3 per month；
Silver member RMB10 per month；
Platinum member RMB50 per month；
Daoke member RMB20 per month

Software usage WPS Office 2016 RMB1998
Figure: Product mix

Source: Beijing Kingsoft Office Prospectus, Phillip Securities
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Investment Thesis & Valuation

SOTP model derives TP of HK $18.8. We predict that topline will grow at
10.9%/31.5%/30.6%/32.7%/30.2% from 2018 to 2022. Based on the latest market
trading of each business, considering a 20% discount, the share price should be
HK$18.8. Foreign exchange rates are trading price of the one year foreign
exchange forward contracts on Oct 4th. Downside risks include: business growth
is slower than expected; exchange rate risk; overseas business development fail
expectations.

Figure: Revenue breakdown and growth assumptions
RMB mn 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

Revenue 1,369.2 1,581.4 2,016.1 3,833.5 5,181.3 5,743.8 7,554.9 9,865.5 13,094.9 17,055.0

YoY - 15.5% 27.5% 90.2% 35.2% 10.9% 31.5% 30.6% 32.7% 30.2%

Online games 1,095.9 1,252.8 1,368.8 2,545.7 3,120.2 2,652.2 2,917.4 3,209.1 3,530.0 3,883.0

YoY 28.7% 14.3% 9.3% 86.0% 22.6% -15.0% 10.0% 10.0% 10.0% 10.0%

Weight 80.0% 79.2% 67.9% 66.4% 60.2% 46.2% 38.6% 32.5% 27.0% 22.8%

Cloud services 11.5 68.8 272.5 737.2 1,332.5 1,998.8 2,998.2 4,197.4 5,876.4 7,639.3

YoY - 497.1% 296.1% 170.5% 80.8% 50.0% 50.0% 40.0% 40.0% 30.0%

Weight 0.8% 4.4% 13.5% 19.2% 25.7% 34.8% 39.7% 42.5% 44.9% 44.8%

Office and others 261.8 259.9 374.7 550.7 728.6 1,092.9 1,639.3 2,459.0 3,688.4 5,532.7

YoY - -0.7% 44.2% 46.9% 32.3% 50.0% 50.0% 50.0% 50.0% 50.0%

Weight 19.1% 16.4% 18.6% 14.4% 14.1% 19.0% 21.7% 24.9% 28.2% 32.4%

Source: Company, Phillip Securities

Figure: SOTPValuation

Equity Valuation Base Fair Value
(RMB mn) Ownership Value

(RMB mn)
Value per

share (RMB)

Seasun 142.6USD/9.9%*6.87 RMB/USD
(Recent Tencent Trade) 9,923.3 67.7% 6,713.1 4.9

Kingsoft Cloud 2373mn USD*6.87 RMB/USD
(Recent D series financing) 16,302.5 52.0% 8,477.3 6.2

WPS Office 560mn/10.88%
(Proposed IPO) 6,575.4 67.5% 4,438.4 3.2

Cheetah Mobile Mtk.Cap on Oct 4 9,356.9 47.5% 4,444.5 3.2

Sum (RMB) 17.5

Discount 20%

Discounted Sum (RMB) 14.0

Net Cash 18H1 Balance Sheet 3,608.8 RMB mn 2.6

TP (RMB) 16.6

Exchange Rate 0.885

TP (HKD) 18.8

Upside 30%

Source: Phillip Securities
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Code Closing price
at Oct 2nd

Mrk.Cap
mn

Turnover
mn Turnover growth (%) P/S

(TTM) EBIT Margin (%) P/E

18H1 17A 16A 15A 18H1 17A 16A 15A 17A 18E 19E

3888.HK 14.84 20386.13 5891.31 3.62 35.08 45.99 69.62 3.25 5.41 13.94 14.46 13.89 5.32 36.85 15.53

HK(10) HKD

Max -- 27818.9 5891.31 40.88 88.52 257.13 69.62 13.12 32.52 38.72 37.54 37.37 75.01 68.15 51.92

Median -- 4565.48 1360.57 20.4 21.56 24.87 8.96 3.44 7.22 1.48 1.02 -1.96 10.28 29.98 21.66

Average -- 8639.3 2484.66 17.87 27.53 64.02 18.4 4.35 11.45 10.63 2.64 -7.16 -18.77 32.71 22.18

0268.HK 8.45 27818.9 2695.26 20.98 22.71 21.8 3.32 9.02 5.37 1.48 1.02 0.91 75.01 68.15 51.92

0799.HK 9.82 12667.54 4510.84 40.88 88.52 59.03 -1.03 2.24 31.95 28.82 23.84 21.54 10.39 8.12 7.01

0777.HK 15.86 8423.82 4406.7 39.24 37.82 118.61 32.33 1.55 7.22 -2.95 -16.04 -17.43 -337.84 53.66 25.38

6860.HK 2.43 4860 1360.57 -11.07 21.56 257.13 -- 3.63 18.1 22 18.43 0.72 16.87 -- --

0596.HK 3.75 4270.95 1287.36 38.85 13.32 22.52 8.96 2.71 -0.59 -2.26 -7.12 -15.28 37.78 29.98 25.72

1297.HK 2.31 2823.71 687.72 19.8 16.49 18.91 25.55 3.65 32.52 38.72 37.54 37.37 10.28 9.49 8.02

1236.HK 1.19 2526.68 -- -- -- -- 36.65 13.12 -- -- -- -63.12 -- -- --

1588.HK 9.86 2141.41 567.65 -11.84 15.64 24.87 1.24 3.87 12.14 -2.5 -46.49 -45.55 7.96 22.7 21.66

0418.HK 0.4 473.9 954.53 20.4 -3.35 7.29 -11.04 0.44 -9.02 -1.55 -1.9 -4.64 5.28 -- --

PRC(10) RMB

Max -- 67939.76 7101.41 52.06 64.19 33.9 56.14 17.52 13.33 15.42 15.42 16.19 137.54 91.78 62.65

Median -- 35902.8 3159.69 22.78 23.56 20.87 20.22 10.98 8.92 9.08 7.16 7.71 79.17 60.55 49.07

Average -- 37643.42 3955.46 25.28 28.26 17.76 20.64 9.84 7.31 9.69 6.82 8.99 82.17 59.76 45.42

002230.SZ 28.57 67939.76 6139.12 52.06 64.19 32.77 41.6 9.12 -1.14 6.61 6.18 8.91 137.54 91.78 62.65

600588.SH 27.82 60572.15 7101.41 37.43 23.97 15.13 1.4 7.45 4.81 7.42 -0.3 -1.36 136.99 82.11 58.02

002153.SZ 33.76 40928.22 3339.83 2.65 11.22 33.9 -9.1 12.02 6.7 11.99 11.04 16.12 85.95 72.6 61.13

600570.SH 55.21 38762.46 2979.55 26.33 23.15 -2.73 56.14 11.57 9.77 1.31 1.29 12 72.38 56.49 43.55

300454.SZ 83.02 37739.45 2770.03 30.48 41.34 32.8 39.04 12.09 -3.74 14.98 3.75 16.19 57.9 46.94 35.84

002410.SZ 26.78 34066.15 2631.73 18.3 15.63 32.42 -12.45 11.9 10.56 15.27 10.9 5.92 63.48 56.11 47.08

002405.SZ 18.35 27307 2426.14 19.24 35.84 5.28 42.72 10.39 8.07 5.74 3.66 5.46 90.61 64.61 51.06

300253.SZ 14.42 26479.75 1349.59 30.23 26.12 26.61 53.58 17.52 11.42 15.42 15.42 13.7 101.73 72.87 53.39
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600845.SH 24.51 21319.64 5408.59 18.04 20.59 0.71 -3.25 4.18 13.33 9.08 8.13 6.5 50.57 35.79 27.45

900926.SH 1.82 21319.64 5408.59 18.04 20.59 0.71 -3.25 2.13 13.33 9.08 8.13 6.5 24.52 18.27 14.01

US(10) USD

Max -- 1154500.58 208022.91 42.26 36.12 43.04 48.54 25.86 34.58 35.67 38.06 37.52 948.92 149.65 135.91

Median -- 256611.38 18200.42 21.2 17.76 17.03 17.02 12.41 1.53 11.9 11.75 7.46 -14.59 50.83 42.7

Average -- 467708.53 45111.99 21.36 18.71 17.65 20.59 12.57 5.4 7.44 5.48 5.02 -30.42 38.39 21.55

SAP.N 123.27 1154500.58 208022.91 1.75 6.34 6.1 18.41 5.4 18.61 21.56 23.4 23.43 30.78 -- --

ADBE.O 275.49 1051294.56 54819.99 23.76 24.72 22.08 15.64 15.69 32.78 29.69 25.49 18.86 79.39 50.83 42.7

CRM.N 159.86 945678.43 75435.36 26.4 24.88 25.87 24.07 10.26 4.87 2.25 0.77 1.17 948.92 149.65 135.91

INTU.O 227.72 460500.28 39584.53 14.33 10.29 11.98 -1.2 9.88 -1.8 26.95 26.46 21.14 60.66 -- --

ADSK.O 155.5 265762.4 14803.45 18.64 1.26 -18.89 -0.32 15.17 -3.73 -20.18 -20.64 0.05 -59.97 -- --

WDAY.O 145.87 247460.37 15425.72 28.37 36.12 35.02 47.53 13.04 -12.42 -14.15 -24 -22.77 -98.54 -85.3 -113.96

TEAM.O 95.72 176707.99 4772.65 42.26 35.64 43.04 48.54 25.86 -9.25 -10.18 -1.29 0.13 -531.8 -- --

SPLK.O 117.56 134756.55 9147.16 38.06 33.77 42.12 48.25 11.78 -32.19 -20.01 -36.19 -43.07 -66.53 -- --

ANSS.O 186 122577.06 8132.94 13.81 10.8 4.85 0.72 13.44 34.58 35.67 38.06 37.52 60.48 -- --

CTXS.O 111.12 117847.13 20975.13 6.17 3.24 4.36 4.22 5.18 22.53 22.78 22.73 13.75 -727.56 -- --

Source: Wind (as at Oct 2), Phillip Securities
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Financials

Key Ratios FY2015 FY2016 FY2017 FY2018E FY2019E

Valuation Ratios
Price to Earnings (P/E) 49.86 -68.86 6.13 192.55 14.69
Price to Book (P/B) 2.39 2.39 1.57 23.69 357.43
Per Share Data (RMB)
EPS 0.29 -0.21 2.36 0.08 0.98
Book Value Per Share 6.04 6.05 9.21 0.61 0.04
Dividend Per Share 0.08 0.09 0.09 0.10 0.10
Growth & Margins (%)
Growth
Revenue 27.49 90.15 35.16 10.86 31.53
Operating Income -32.56 278.08 -12.02 -98.77 2,950.43
Net Profit -78.79 -269.73 -400.83 -93.37 1,211.12
Margins
Gross Profit Margin 75.48 66.29 58.14 51.00 52.00
Operating Profit Margin 12.14 24.13 15.71 0.17 4.03
Net Profit Margin 7.56 -6.75 15.02 0.90 8.95
Returns
ROE (%) 5.95 -3.44 32.06 12.30 2433.82
ROA (%) 4.80 -0.06 5.80 3.69 730.14
Income Statement (RMB mn)

FY2015 FY2016 FY2017 FY2018E FY2019E
Revenue 2,016 3,834 5,181 5,744 7,555
- Cost of Goods Sold (494) (1,292) (2,169) (2,814) (3,626)
Gross Income 1,522 2,541 3,012 2,929 3,929
- Operating Expenses (1,277) (1,616) (2,198) (2,919) (3,624)
Operating Income 245 925 814 10 304
- Net Non-Operating
Expenses 56 (1,007) 98 50 482
Pretax Income 301 -82 912 60 786
- Income Tax Expenses (148) (177) (134) (8) (110)
Profit from continuing
operation 152 -259 778 52 676
Source: Company, Phillip Securities (HK) Research Estimates
Exchange rate: 0.885RMB/HKD, 6.87RMB/USD.
(1Y forward contracts prices on Oct 4 from Wind)
(Financial figures as at Oct 4 2018)
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PHILLIP RESEARCH STOCK SELECTION SYSTEMS

We do not base our recommendations entirely on the above quantitative return bands. We consider qualitative factors like (but not limited to) a stock's
risk reward profile, market sentiment, recent rate of share price appreciation, presence or absence of stock price catalysts, and speculative undertones
surrounding the stock, before making our final recommendation

GENERAL DISCLAIMER
This publication is prepared by Phillip Securities (Hong Kong) Ltd (“Phillip Securities”). By receiving or reading this publication, you agree to be bound by the terms and
limitations set out below.

This publication shall not be reproduced in whole or in part, distributed or published by you for any purpose. Phillip Securities shall not be liable for any direct or
consequential loss arising from any use of material contained in this publication.

The information contained in this publication has been obtained from public sources which Phillip Securities has no reason to believe are unreliable and any analysis,
forecasts, projections, expectations and opinions (collectively the “Research”) contained in this publication are based on such information and are expressions of belief only.
Phillip Securities has not verified this information and no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made that such information or Research is accurate, complete or
verified or should be relied upon as such. Any such information or Research contained in this publication is subject to change, and Phillip Securities shall not have any
responsibility to maintain the information or Research made available or to supply any corrections, updates or releases in connection therewith. In no event will Phillip
Securities be liable for any special, indirect, incidental or consequential damages which may be incurred from the use of the information or Research made available, even
if it has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

Any opinions, forecasts, assumptions, estimates, valuations and prices contained in this material are as of the date indicated and are subject to change at any time without
prior notice.

This material is intended for general circulation only and does not take into account the specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any
particular person. The products mentioned in this material may not be suitable for all investors and a person receiving or reading this material should seek advice from a
financial adviser regarding the suitability of such products, taking into account the specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of that person,
before making a commitment to invest in any of such products.
This publication should not be relied upon as authoritative without further being subject to the recipient’s own independent verification and exercise of judgment. The fact
that this publication has been made available constitutes neither a recommendation to enter into a particular transaction nor a representation that any product described in
this material is suitable or appropriate for the recipient. Recipients should be aware that many of the products which may be described in this publication involve significant
risks and may not be suitable for all investors, and that any decision to enter into transactions involving such products should not be made unless all such risks are
understood and an independent determination has been made that such transactions would be appropriate. Any discussion of the risks contained herein with respect to any
product should not be considered to be a disclosure of all risks or a complete discussion of such risks.

Nothing in this report shall be construed to be an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of a security. Any decision to purchase securities mentioned in this research
should take into account existing public information, including any registered prospectus in respect of such security.

Disclosure of Interest
Analyst Disclosure: Neither the analyst(s) preparing this report nor his associate has any financial interest in or serves as an officer of the listed corporation covered in this
report.
Firm’s Disclosure: Phillip Securities does not have any investment banking relationship with the listed corporation covered in this report nor any financial interest of 1% or
more of the market capitalization in the listed corporation. In addition, no executive staff of Phillip Securities serves as an officer of the listed corporation.

Availability
The information, tools and material presented herein are not directed, intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country where such
distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to the applicable law or regulation or which would subject Phillip Securities to any registration or licensing or
other requirement, or penalty for contravention of such requirements within such jurisdiction.

Information contained herein is based on sources that Phillip Securities (Hong Kong) Limited (“PSHK”) believed to be accurate. PSHK does not bear responsibility for any
loss occasioned by reliance placed upon the contents hereof. PSHK (or its affiliates or employees) may have positions in relevant investment products. For details of
different product's risks, please visit the Risk Disclosures Statement on http://www.phillip.com.hk.

© 2018 Phillip Securities (Hong Kong) Limited

Contact Information (Regional Member Companies)

Total Return Recommendation Rating Remarks
>+20% Buy 1 >20% upside from the current price

+5% to +20% Accumulate 2 +5% to +20%upside from the current price
-5% to +5% Neutral 3 Trade within ± 5% from the current price
-5% to -20% Reduce 4 -5% to -20% downside from the current price

<-20% Sell 5 >20%downside from the current price
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